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"Wake Mi UP!" is a VR party game which could be played by 4 people in maximum including one VR player and three players
with joysticks.

It is the first episode of "the ALaLa series" and is definitely perfect for families and friends.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

There's a sleepy cat called ALaLa who has a magical power bringing her family, the ALaLas, into her dreams when she falls
asleep.

No one knows where she came from or what she really is. The only thing her family knows is that she might be a cat.

That sounds amazing huh?
However, thing is not that simple.

There's a Tapir living in ALaLa's dreams trying to change them into nightmares.
The ALaLas, as her lovely and brave family, have to rescue her dreams and try not to be induced sleep by the Tapir!

"Wait!! Where's ALaLa?"
"No!! She starts to sleeeeeeep..."

This time, it's a HIDE AND SEEK dream in the playing room!
Who's going to win this time?

Now, try to protect yourself from the attacks of the Tapir and wake ALaLa up!

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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There are three playing modes, including "Kill Tapir", "Wake ALaLa" and "Dream Bomb".
Players with joysticks are playing the roles of the family members and the VR player is playing the Tapir role.

VR player could "press the trackpad of the right-hand controller" to choose the mode and “hold the trigger” to start to play.
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Title: ALaLa: Wake Mi Up!
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Fevolution Innovation Inc.
Publisher:
Fevolution Innovation Inc.
Release Date: 16 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 750

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Meh. I bought this game thinking it would be a fun 3v1 vr game to play with my pre-teen and teen kids. It needs a lot more
work. The game "tutorials" don't explain anything other than what the controls do. We did figure out what the three game modes
did after a few rounds, but the game lacks polish and doesn't feel finished.
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